FOLDING ACCESS CONTROL PARTITION
(FOLDING BARRIER)
Folding Access Control Partition’s unique free standing design requires no ceiling or floor track and
quickly positions in place.

Rod Link
Straight Pattern Rod and
Link Roll and Fold
TECHNICAL DETAILS

Clear
Clear Polycarbonate Roll
and Fold

Perforated
Steel Perforated Roll and Fold

FEATURES AND OPTIONS


Smaller storage area.



Choice of designs, bold and modern or elegant and ornate.



Finish – Durable Clear Anodized finish on exposed aluminum surfaces. Optional colors available



Posts – Many ways to secure the curtain with a wide variety of locking posts



Cylinders – Locking posts supplied with 1” Mortise cylinder can be easily changed onsite. Optional SFIC housing and
cores available.



Folding Access Control Partition stores easily in the opening or can be rolled to a convenient remote location.



Engineered for pedestrian traffic control and light security.



Solves application problems such as: Decorative or structural obstacles High and arched or open ceilings

TECHNICAL DETAILS

A

Hinges - 1/4 in. thick steel plate hinge system

B

Finish - Clear anodized aluminum

C

Wheels

D

Anti-Sway Latch - Aids in moving Roll and Fold from storages to secured position

MODELS:
ROD LINK STRAIGHT PATTERN (102223)

Outside use for all models: Caution and common sense should always be used to the placement of
any of our products. These products are not wind load tested and should never be left in the secure
position outside without the ability to store them away if weather conditions are not calm.
Quick Details
A

Partition Width 41 in.

B

Partition Height 6 ft. 6 in.

C

Powder Coated Steel Hinges

D

Wheels 2 in. Non Marring

E

2 1/4 in. FFL

CLEAR (POLYCARBONATE) (102223)

Outside use for all models: Caution and common sense should always be used to the placement of
any of our products. These products are not wind load tested and should never be left in the secure
position outside without the ability to store them away if weather conditions are not calm.
Quick Details
A

Partition Width 36 in.

B

Partition Height 6 ft. 6 in.

C

Powder Coated Steel Hinges

D

Wheels 2 in. Non Marring

E

2 1/4 in. FFL

PERFORATED (102223)

Outside use for all models: Caution and common sense should always be used to the placement of
any of our products. These products are not wind load tested and should never be left in the secure
position outside without the ability to store them away if weather conditions are not calm.
Quick Details
A

Partition Width 36 in.

B

Partition Height 6 ft. 6 in.

C

Powder Coated Steel Hinges

D

Wheels 2 in. Non Marring

E

2 1/4 in. FFL

F

Perforation Detail 3/16 in.

DETAILS - FEATURES AND OPTIONS
POSTS
Folding Access Control partition’s unique free standing design requires no ceiling or floor track and
quickly positions in place.

1

Wall Channel - A full height extruded piece of aluminum that the Lead Post fits and locks into. This Channel
is secured permanently to the wall.

2

Lead Post - With cylinders secure side and public side activating hook bolt lock engaging wall channel.

3

Bi-Part - Joins together two sections of Roll and Folds. With cylinders secure side and public side.

10

Fixes the end of a door permanently to a wall or structure.

13

Mounting Tube - 3 in. x 3 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. steel tube with 5 in. x 7 in. steel floor base.

STORAGE
The Folding Access Control Partition stacks smaller than the traditional portable scissors gate.
Below is an example of the space savings.

EXAMPLE: 55 FT. WIDE OPENING
Width x Depth

Storage Area

Roll and Fold

36 in. x 32 in.

10.67 sq. ft.

Scissors Gate

82 in. x 30 in.

17.08 sq. ft.

LAYOUTS

Typical layout connects to wall at one end and mounting tube at other end.
Layout can have multiple sections.

Layouts with more than seven sections should be biparted into two sections.

1

Wall Channel - A full height extruded piece of aluminum that the Lead Post fits and locks into. This Channel
is secured permanently to the wall.

2

Lead Post - With cylinders secure side and public side activating hook bolt lock engaging wall channel.

3

Bi-Part - Joins together two sections of Roll and Folds. With cylinders secure side and public side.

13

Mounting Tube - 2 in. x 3 in. x 6 ft. 8 in. steel tube with 6 in. x 6 in. steel floor base.

FINISHES
Choice of quality anodized finish on all exposed aluminum parts.
NOTE: Colors may not be exactly as illustrated.
Standard Anodized

Optional Anodized Finishes

